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H.Ruse has studied on Laplace's

differential equation in Riemann spaces,
and recently arrived at the idea of re-

current curvature spaces
0
 Direct cause

of this problem was originated in the
study of the case where

gives

AS--Φ--; <(α
are the function of 6 only, where 5
means the geodesic distance from a
fixed point (xl) to any variable point
\ ας*I. The author of trie present note

can hot see ''the;'original papers, and
has known only some- of* results in 'Ma-
thematical Reviews, As" far as the pre-

sent author knows
f
 these studies are

mainly
1
 connected

1
 fro lower dimensional

spacers, and it seems that there is no
systematic 'study of the case of general
dimensions.

In this paper, in order to keep
away from the formerly obtained re-
sults, we characterize this space by

means of geometric consideration which

differ from Ruse's original stand po-
int, and then give some answers for

Professor AoLichnerowicz
9
 s conjecture^

lo At a point p of Riemann

space VC , we consider ̂ the two dimen-

sional vector space [ξ"7ζ£] *
 L
'
et
 ζ*^

be its current Plίicker coordinates*
Let us consider a geometric object

(figure)?

at every point of V
n
 » where

K^y«ί — J
αΛ
K, ̂

Following Ruse, we call the figure

(Id) Riemann complex * We assume that

this complex does no-t degenerate, that
is

where |Rc*f«)(M«o} I denotes the determi-

nant whose row and column are (>j*) and

respectively
β

We consider the space whose group of

holonomy fixes the Riemann complex at
every point* The definition of ξ̂

therefore, by parallelism, we obtain

Now we shall investigate the condi-

tion

where θ is an arbitrary scalar fac-
tor

 β
 By means of (1

0
2), (1.3) implies

where θ =• and symbol * "
denotes the covariant differentiation*
(l

a
4) is a necessary and sufficient

condition in order that the parallelism
of this apace fix the Riemann compleχ

β

Ruse has defined the recurrent cur-

vature space K^ aa the space which

satisfies the curvature condition (1*4),
and looked upon it as a generalization

of Gar t an * s symmetric space*

2« Now from (1.4), we obtain

If RΛJA^ Φ ̂ >-^
y
 φ ̂  0 , I.e. our space

is an Einstein space, then θa — 0 and

K-n becomes Gartan's symmetric space*
Hereafter, we must assume that our space
is not an Einstein space

β
 If

(2.2)
Φ

then characteristic space of Q^p. with

respect to fundamental tensor g^ be-

come the parallel vector space respec-

tively, and hence K*ι shall be redu-

cible (locally/^ Now we assume that

K«n
 nas

 been decomposed inbo two ir-
reducible subspaces V

r
 and V^~

r
 «

In convenience, we assume that the in-

dices take the values



,& « I, 2,
, u = r-H,

r

Let reducible, then We have .- (R βt", ̂  R<"V R, ) QQ*= Qτ r

Therefore

but all the other similar quantities
vanishβ On the other hand, we obtain

If Λ

0= K
n )0i

--
ψέ 0 9 then (2

0
4) implies

that is, K n becomes a symmetric space,
in the sense of Gartan*

Theorem., If R^^^O , then Kw is
a symmetric space or Gartan.

3« Now we deduce an Important re-
lation on curvature quantities in /C/n o

We have the Blanchi's identities:

-o

If 3>f* is positive definite, 11)
implies that K n Is a symmetric space,
hence we restrict ourselves to the case
i). In the case i), if R

Λj
u = Q ,

then R/^wΞΞQ i e K-n *
s f
lat

0

Thus we can conclude that the Kn
s

may remain in Its proper sense when and
only when they have indefinite funda-
mental tensor and Ricci curvature R.^
being zero. '

Now, it is seen from our result that
any K

n
 which has positive definite

fundamental tensor is a symmetric space
what has been conjectured by Lichnero-
wlcz.

"t" ^^ 0 „

Contracting A and (X , they become

"" "~ =
R

that is

Iv /nvtojd *^ £4.v}(

And hence, we have in

(3.0 R.̂ flrf - R

(3.2;
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(1) Recently Prof
0
 AcLichnerowicz

has corresponded to the author his
kind advice and some conjectures. For
his generous and stimulating councel
the author eagerly extends his warm
thanks.

(2) See T.Y.Thomas: The decomposi-
tion of Riemann space in the large,
Monatsh. Math. Phys. 47. (1939). The
present author discussed the second
order symmetric tensor whose characte-
ristic spaces are parallel vector
spaces (in Japanese), The Study of
Holonomy Groups, No

0
13, 1949, Dec.

Tokyo Bunrika Daigaku.

In this circumstance, we have

RΛ/KI/^:,

— (Q^ iΛΛHMd t/otί Γ^A|*tt>oί

n*r"e"|
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